JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. (Fig. 1) .2 There is no music. Unlike many chansonniers, this one does not contain vidas-prose biographies of the troubadours-or razos, prose narratives that purport to explain the circumstances lying behind the composition of a song.3 It does, however, have an unusual feature that supplies a different sort of commentary: a series of marginal drawings that illustrate the songs of seven of the poets included in the collection.4 The marginalia are not by the same hand as the initials, although if not executed at the time the manuscript was made, they could not have been completed much later. The choice of which poets, which songs, and which passages to illustrate may well be an entirely personal one, reflecting the tastes and preoccupations of either the artist or the manuscript owner. These illustra-
tions allow for an interesting insight into the life of troubadour lyric in northern Italy; they demonstrate, further, the importance of the visual imagination in the medieval appreciation of literature.
The artist-or the iconographer who conceived of the marginalia-clearly took inspiration directly from the songs themselves. Indeed, the close relationship between text and image is reflected in the frequent use of geometric signsvarious combinations of dots, crosses, and lines-to link the drawings to the words they illustrate, making them truly a visualization of poetic language. As Maria Luisa Meneghetti has stated, these marginal images give visual form to the rhetorical topoi of troubadour lyric, presenting a pictorial "vocabulary of fin'amors."5 The artist may, of course, have been familiar with the tradition of vidas and razos, but the illustrations are by no means limited to songs for which razos exist. In many cases, however, the marginal scenes suggest a method of reading that is analogous to that implied by the him and he makes his decision. She is, quite literally, the noblest lady on whom the sun is shining, and the sun itself even concurs in the judgment by imitating the admiring gaze of the lover. While no such razo is known to have existed, one could quite easily imagine one for this song that would recount precisely that story; the adjacent illustration depicting the lover addressing the lady could even be seen as the visual counterpart to the standard razo conclusion, "and so he made this song." A similar impulse to visualize a narrative setting for the song, to ground its language in a concrete if fanciful "reality," governs the production of both the narrative prose commentaries and the visual gloss. Not all of the drawings lend themselves so readily to a narrative reading of the songs. For example, Giraut de Bornelh's song "Be conve, pos ja baissa.1 ram" (it is right, since already the bough bends down [PC 242. 25]) is illustrated with a series of drawings that correspond closely to images found in the song (Fig. 3) .7 The poet's protestations of powerlessness with regard to his lady-who, he says, holds him "pres el liam" (captured and bound [v. 49])-are represented by a scene in which he sits at her feet, bound hand and foot: one might say, the myth of courtly love summed up in one vivid image. Here one could imagine a narrative reading, explaining some set of circumstances that led to the contrite poet being tied up and delivered to his lady for her judgment. Two images in the lower margin, however-a boat and a pair of deer-do not in any clear way contribute to a narrative setting for the poem. The boat is a direct visualization of a metaphor for the lady, of whom the poet states, "ela.m fo vel' e rems / de mans encombrers c'ai passatz" (she was sail and oars to me in the many obstacles that I have passed through [vv. 30-31]). Similarly, the deer illustrate the poet's assertion that his pleadings with the lady are so forceful that the buck and the doe would be tamed if they heard it; but the illustration does not in any way explain the image or suggest, for example, that wild animals might actually have been affected by the lover's song.
Similar examples of the literal visualization of words or images appear throughout the manuscript. Such illustrations do not have a narrative function. But they do vividly bring the poetic language to life, and could stimulate the reader to imagine narrative scenarios. Illustrations such as these also serve to identify the songs at a glance by highlighting important images; and they could help to fix the song in the mind of the reader by providing visual cues for key words and phrases. I will return below to the possible relationship between the marginalia and medieval mnemonic techniques. But first, I wish to examine the role of the images as a visual gloss-even a visual translation-of the poems, one that focuses the reader's attention both on allusions to an implied narrative context and on striking images that express the qualities of the love experience.
In order to examine more closely the nature of the marginalia of M.819, I will focus on one set of images, those illustrating the songs of Folquet de Marseille. (Fig. 4) .9 These images, of course, correspond both to the razo that survives for this piece and to the events described at the end of the vida. To this extent, the arrangement of songs and illustrations does point to a biographical reading of the corpus as reflecting the experiences of an amorous troubadour turned bishop, who enjoyed relations with high-placed patrons but who was never successful in love, and whose decision to leave off making songs and embrace the religious life was occasioned by the death of his lord. Although the choice of details represented in the marginalia often differs from those selected by the author(s) of the razos, the overall effect is somewhat similar to that of a manuscript with vida and razos, in which the songs are accompanied by an ongoing commentary that grounds the lyric text in concrete events.
Nonetheless, the marginalia cannot be seen as deriving from the razo tradition. The illustrations are not an attempt to reconstruct those absent prose narratives, but rather result directly from a reading of the poems. Studied on their own merits, and viewed as independent of but comparable to the razos and other literary forms, the marginalia constitute important evidence for late thirteenth-century reception of troubadour lyric. Two fundamental impulses are In response to this passage-and specifically cued to the word albr' (tree)-the artist filled the entire side margin of the page with a splendid drawing of a man who has climbed halfway up a tree (fol. 57v). Such an image certainly invites the reader to imagine the remaining details of a narrative scenario. Perhaps, for example, the poet beheld his lady from a tree, and was afraid to climb down and confront her face to face; perhaps, fearing an encounter, he took refuge in the tree when he saw her coming. Similarly, Folquet's economic metaphors for love as analogous to the experiences of gamblers, those whose debts mount up, or those who are never paid back by their debtors, are illustrated quite literally, with scenes of gambling and of men confronted by their creditors. Again, such images could serve to inspire creative speculation on the part of the reader: did the unhappy lover prove unfortunate in his financial affairs as well? In particular, a cluster of three such images hints at the possibility of constructing a larger, composite picture out of the dispersed allusions in two different poems. First the persona is shown computing his debts with the aid of a checkerboard of the sort sometimes used for accounting (fol. 59v): this illustrates the poet's claim that he will not regret his love even if his sorrows mount up in the same fashion as the multiplication of points on the checkerboard (PC 155.8, vv. 51-54). On the facing page he loses all of his money in a dice game, while below a man is shown refusing to pay back his debts (Fig. 5) . Both images illustrate the opening stanza of the poem "Sitot me soi a tart aperceubutz" (Though I have realized it belatedly [PC 155.21]), in which the poet adopts a different stance, declaring that he has finally-alas, too late!-realized the folly of love. The images are cued to the words here italicized:
Sitot me soi a tart aperceubutz, aissi cum cel qu'a tot perdut e jura que mais non joc, a gran bonaventura m'o dei tener car me sui conogutz del gran engan qu'Amors vas mi fazia, c'ab bel semblan m'a tengut en fadia mais de detz ans, a lei de mal deutor c'ades promet mas re no pagaria.
(vv. 1-8) Though I have realized it belatedly, like one who loses everything and then swears to gamble no more, still I must consider it a great fortune finally to have realized the great deception Love has perpetrated against me; for with a fair semblance, he has kept me waiting for over ten years, like a bad debtor who keeps promising but will never pay anything back.
Taken together, the three images of economic misfortune do suggest a narrative progression of sorts, in which the lyric persona first vows not to be dissuaded by mounting losses; then discovers what it means to lose everything; and finally, sobered, realizes the hopelessness of ever recovering his losses.
Nonetheless, such illustrations cannot be interpreted in a strictly biographical sense, for it is clear within the poems that tree climbing, gambling, and accounting are all metaphors for the love experience. Indeed, other illustrations for "Sitot me soi a tart aperceubutz" contribute not to the narrative of financial loss, but to the exposition, through a series of metaphors, of the lover's folly. Three images of this kind occur on folio 60v. The poet admits that he was attracted by love's fair appearance, "co.1 parpaillos qu'a tant folla natura / que.is fer e.l foc per la clardat qe lutz" (like the moth, which has such foolish nature that it throws itself into the fire because of its shining brightness [vv. world fraught with moral risk, where the pursuit of pleasure and excitement can lead so easily to loss and misfortune. The visualization of metaphor is fundamental to allegory, which relies heavily on technique of description; much allegorical literature is presented as the record of a vision or the description of a work of visual art. Allegorical personifications-the embodiment of key words or concepts-are often described in striking visual detail. In this way the allegorical text transposes philosophical precepts, psychological states, or spiritual truths into an image, or series of images, that can be visualized and retained by the reader. In M.819, the visual mapping of poetic language likewise results in the creation of a unified sequence of images that presents an allegorical representation of the love experience. A striking example of this effect occurs with the illustrations of the song that opens Folquet's corpus, "Ben an mort mi e lor" (They have killed me and themselves [PC 155.5]). In this song the amorous persona complains of the suffering caused by his eyes, noting that it is appropriate that they, in turn, be forced to weep; he identifies Love as the source of his woes, for it is Love that causes him to struggle for that which he cannot have; he bemoans his fate of having to flee that which pursues him, namely Love, and of having to pursue that which flees him, namely the lady. He compares this situation to that of a knight who faces along a battle with five hundred others.
This song is illustrated with a series of images across the lower margin and a final image in the upper right margin (Fig. 6) . The latter, a single knight charging five other knights, stands apart from the rest and does not participate in the sequence that they form; it is a separate image for the lover's predicament, one grounded in the language of military combat rather than that of psychology. The images across the bottom of the page, in turn, function together to create a visual mapping of the dynamics of the poem, transforming it into a sort of allegorical narrative. Again, geometric signs link each visual element to its corresponding word; the sequence of images is, quite literally, a visual 's soul (vv. 62-64) (Fig. 4) .
While each of these images is specific to the poem in question, each also contributes a sense of closure to the corpus as a whole, both literally and allegorically. The magnet, here revealed as a metaphor for Barral, reminds us that This image is highlighted in a marginal depiction of a fruitbearing tree, visual representation of the lover's hopes (Fig. 7) . At the end of the corpus, however, the wilted flowers suggest a different outcome: amorous hope is defeated by death, at least within the confines of this world. The poet's new hope and the new sort of love to which he now devotes himself are depicted, finally, in the closing image of his prayer to the Virgin and Christ. As in the vida, the amorous troubadour realizes the futility of earthly existence and embraces the religious life. And the ongoing meditation on love-divine or satanic, salvational or destructiveculminates in the unveiling of an unambiguous love for the Heavenly Lady that the lyric persona now serves. Was the designer of the marginalia consciously aiming to devise a visual gloss that would operate on two levels of signification, literal and allegorical, allowing us to read a lyric corpus simultaneously as the biography of a troubadour and as a series of teachings about love? In my mind, the marginalia are not systematic enough to suggest a fully developed plan. It is clear that the marginalia are far from random images, and that they do provide a thoughtprovoking series of glosses on the poetic texts. Latent in the images are two modes of reading, often related but ultimately divergent. One grounds the poems in concrete, narrative events, and can be compared to such literary forms as the razos, the novella, or the narrative with lyric insertions, such as the Vita nuova or the many Old French romances and dits built around songs and refrains. The other aims at the expansion of simple similes and metaphors into more extended allegory; gives visual shape to abstractions; and invites a more profound meditation on the possible moral or spiritual significance of the texts. However, the artist did not attempt to distinguish these two modes of reading and representing, nor was either one worked out to the fullest possible extent. What we can conclude is that both modes of reading entered into the reception of troubadour lyric in the later Middle Ages; and that the appreciation of poetry, whether on the literal or the allegorical plane, was in part a visual experience.
The visual imagination, in fact, is central to medieval literary and intellectual culture. Visualization was an important part of reading, reflected in illustrations of all kinds--everything from elaborate full-page miniatures to marginal doodles-that appear even in texts that the modern reader would not expect to find illustrated, such as law books or philosophical treatises. In one thirteenth-century manuscript of the works of Augustine, for example (Dijon, Bibl. Mun. 139), the scribe liberally ornamented the work with sketches that respond directly to the content of the texts he was copying: a crowned figure for a reference to kingship; a couple kissing for an allusion to concupiscience; an infant wearing a bonnet for an allusion to babyhood as the first stage of life; rabbits and various other animals as metaphoric representations of sin. Reading an abstruse treatise on original sin might not strike the modern reader as an engaging and intensely visual experience, but the medieval reader clearly encountered no such difficulty. Visualizing what one read not only made the experience more enjoyable, but also aided the reader in meditating on the important points of the text and in fixing these in his or her memory; as such it was an integral part of the reading process. As Gregory the Great stated in his famous letter to Bishop Serenus, "pro lectione pictura est" (picturing is the equivalent of reading)."
The importance of the visual imagination, indeed, is stressed in the marginal illustrations of two of Folquet's songs. In the first, "Mout i fetz gran pechat Amors" (Greatly does Love sin [PC 155.14]), the text has been mapped less as an allegorical narrative than as an allegorical landscape whose function, ultimately, is to be presented as an image by the poet to his lady (Fig. 7) . Again we find the signs linking words and their visual representation. The poet expresses the wish that his hopes will bear fruit, like a flowering tree; he states that snow and heat respectively are present in the lady's face, a blend of white and color; he explains that he can contain the powerful force of love in his heart just as a small mirror can contain the image of a large tower. These statements are visually expressed across the lower margin of the page, where we find a fruit tree; the hot sun beating down on a snow-covered mountain that is banded in silvery-grey, pink, and black; a tower; and the protagonist showing his lady that the tower is reflected in a mirror, while she indicates her acceptance of his arguments by placing her hand on her heart (fol. 59). 16 In and of themselves, these would seem to present a disparate series of entirely unrelated images. Yet in the visual mapping that we find here, the images cohere into a single integrated land-scape, infused with the color of passion: the red fruits that represent the lover's hope of erotic success, the red sun that promises to melt the snows of the lady's resistance, the red tower that represents love, and the red dress clothing the lady, object of desire. Although the poet is most immediately to be understood as showing his lady the reflection of the tower in the mirror, he can by extension be seen as showing her the entire scene-or, in other words, his song, translated into a visual environment that allegorically represents his passion, his hopes for her acquiescence, and his ability to capture the mysterious force of love in a single, focused image.
A drawing in the upper left-hand margin of the same page illustrates a line in the following song, "En chantan m'aven a membrar" (Singing causes me to remember [PC 155.8]), in which the importance of visualization is again stressed. Noting that singing causes him to remember the pains of love, the poet states, "ins e.l cor port, dona, vostra faisso / que.m chastia qu'ieu no vir ma razo" (in my heart, lady, I carry your image, which disciplines me so that I don't change my intentions [vv. 9-10]); the drawing shows a man with the lady's image on his chest (Fig. 7) . We see here that, quite literally, the amorous persona carries a visual image of the lady's face within his breast. The experience both of love and of song is identified with the faculties of memory and visual imagination. The lover beholds his lady in his mind's (or heart's) eye; he imagines other visual images to express the nature of his experience; through the power of poetry, he enables her-and us-to see these images as well. By meditating upon the resulting scene, we can be led to a greater understanding of his experience and of love in general; by committing the scene to memory, we too can carry this visual figuration of love in our hearts; and with the help of the striking marginal images, we can more easily commit to memory the songs themselves-particularly in a case like "Mout i fetz gran pechat Amors," where one can recall each stanza in turn by progressing from left to right through the allegorical landscape of the poem.
The link between vision and memory is stressed in medieval treatises on memory, which emphasize the importance of visual images for the retention of text or information. 17 These images might be realized through manuscript illumination, or they might be present only in the mind. Either way, memory was conceived in visual terms. Such an approach to the process of memory did not originate in the Middle Ages; it is already present in Cicero's Rhetorica ad Herennium, where it is advised that one must select a "location" or "ground"-an architectural framework, for example-and then arrange within this space the individual images that will provide cues for the material that one needs to remember. Cicero's text in turn influenced medieval treatments of the topic. Thus Thomas Bradwardine, in his treatise on the art of memory (ca. 1335), could state quite forthrightly: "For trained memory, two things are necessary, that is, firm locations and also images for the material."18 These images, in turn, need to be "wondrous and intense.. . not average but extremes" since this will increase the ease of retention. 19 There follows an elaborate exposition of the means by which one can create visual images to recall objects, sensory impressions, abstract entities, sounds, syllables, and numbers. Similar advice is given by other authors as well. And that it was put into practice is amply demonstrated by the existence of medieval texts in which abstract concepts or doctrines are indeed explained through recourse to elaborate visual images and diagrams, which may or may not have been intended for actual execution by artists. 20 Even if mnemonic images frequently remained in the mind, however, it is clear that such practices are related to textual illustration. The connection is such a natural one that it can be made in passing by Bradwardine, who more than once recommends the use of mnemonic images borrowed from contemporary iconography: "the sort that are depicted by manuscript decorators," or "an image as the painters make of it."21 It is well known that manuscript illumination can serve a variety of purposes beyond the purely ornamental, and that text and illustrations form an integrated whole. 
